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BRAKES
Th*» problem «>f Muppin^ a ntr I*- qiiito as important as that
of am'li'iiition. Sinro the kinetic enrrgy of tho t'tir must he over-
tone in a very few sen»uil> the pmvor required for braking

t!u* ear is usually many times that required for aecolerating.
Whereas the rate of retardation and energy required during
the hrj,ki:i£ period h;tvo Iteen already considered, it is now
y to *tu«5y the braking foives more* in detail, as well as the
types of equipment which have het'ii dobigiied for the
pro'.I(i(*tion uinl eontrul i^-f sueh !?nikl2ig forees.
Eleetrii* curs must !>t» aceeleratod and retarded Iw virtue of the
fnii iona! forri1 }>et \veeu the wheels and tin* rails. As this foree
is proportional to the weight ou the wheels, tlw available force is
conveniently found from the ratio of horizontal pull in pounds
necessary to slide the wheels tin the rails to tho pressure between
wheels anil rails. This ratio is commonly termed the coefficient
of friction. It has heen found to vary with the materials in
contact and the velocity and the length of time during which the
ft tree is applied.
While many different devices have been tried out in practice
for producing the necessary frictional forces to stop a car, the one
which is now almost universally used in both electric and steam
railroad service is the application of a brake shoe, usually of cast
or a combination of east iron and other materials, to the
treads and flanges of the car wheels by means of either hand or
air pressure transmitted through the agency of a carefully pro-
portioned system of levers.
Coefficient of Friction.' — An experimental study of the coeffi-
cient of friction between east iron brake shoes and steel wheels
practical service conditions was made by Gallon and
Wostinghousc in 1878, and the results of these tests, published in
the 1879 proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
are given in the following tables, have been ever since con-
as classic, the few later tests wliieti have been made
little if any change therein.
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